Abstract. Distributed programming environments commonly restrict programmers to one form of intercomponent interaction. This forces programmers to emulate other interaction styles in terms of the dominant paradigm, obscuring their intent and resulting in a loss of clarity. Starting from a clear model of interaction between program components, this paper attempts to restore this missing clarity of intent. It achieves this by proposing a language tailored to the description of new and existing interaction styles that separates the specification of intercomponent interaction from the programming interface visible internally to the component.
Introduction
Distributed programming environments usually restrict programmers to a single form of interaction between system components. Remote Procedure Call [BN84] and its object-oriented descendents [OMG95, Rog97] are popular because they generalise the familiar centralised intercomponent interaction, provided by the programming language, into one between address spaces. However, distributed programs are quite unlike centralised programs. In this paper, we concentrate on one difference: concurrency. Since it is constrained to a single address space, a centralised program typically possesses a single thread of control. When concurrent, its threads communicate using shared data and use monitors or semaphores for synchronisation and mutual exclusion.
A distributed program, on the other hand, is always multi-threaded. When the motivation for distribution is the exploitation of parallelism, RPC imposes "too much policy by enforcing an explicit two-way synchronisation on every communication" [FKT94] . Middleware designed for the development of efficient parallel programs declines RPC in favour of asynchronous message passing [MPIF93] . If the middleware does not support more than one interaction style, programmers are forced to implement the required styles in terms of the dominant paradigm. While this is possible [LN79] , it is often error-prone and obscures the programmer's intent, impeding clarity.
Component Interaction
Before an interaction between two components can occur, their interfaces must be bound together. This binding action is often specified in an architecturedescription language 2 . This section briefly describes our model of component and binding semantics. Salient features are illustrated with examples using the Darwin architecture-description language [MDEK95] . Although Darwin lends a brevity and clarity to architectural description, the core ideas are applicable in general, even to implicitly-configured systems.
The Component Model
A component is a unit of distributed program structure that encapsulates its implementation behind a strict interface comprised of services provided by the component to other components in the system and services required by the component and implemented by other components. The explicit declaration of a component's requirements increases component reuse by decoupling components from their operating environment.
A program is constructed through composition: components are instantiated and services required by each component are bound to those provided by other components in the system. Once two components are bound, they can interact through the communication endpoints at each end of the binding. In addition to directionality, a service provision or requirement also specifies a type defining the semantics of the interaction and increasing clarity by expressing the component programmer's intent.
Structural complexity is managed through hierarchical composition: composite components are defined in terms of other components. While algorithmic components are always found at the leaves of the composition tree, composites may partially or completely expose the interfaces of their contained instances, thereby providing structural transparency: whether a component is primitive or composite is encapsulated within the component. Compositions can be specified using an architecture description language, such as Darwin. Architecture definition languages enforce a strict separation between the algorithmic and structural concerns of the system and aid programmers by generating the code to instantiate configurations.
A feature of Darwin is the correspondence between its graphical and textual notations. While the textual notation is richer, supporting conditionals and iterations, the graphical form is a convenient shorthand for a program's instance structure for a particular parameterisation.
Example: Mobile Telephony
A GSM telephone network [GSM92] is composed of a number of mobile switching centres (msc) each responsible for providing connectivity and billing services in a particular domain. The structure of an msc is described by the following Darwin code and depicted in Figure 1 . When a mobile phone is created, it announces itself on the mobile interface, the switch creates a "home location record" for it and instantiates a pop, the phone's point-of-presence in the network. Then switch connects the mobile into the network by binding its interfaces to its pop. Additionally, switch provides an interface, roam, over which existing phones are "handed over" to it. While it also creates a pop in response to a roam stimulus, it does not create a home location record, instead it requests the mobile's home switch to update it. In this example, a GSM network is comprised of a fully-connected set of switches; the network component is parameterised by the number of mscs to instantiate; a configuration of three mscs is shown in Figure 2 . The network exposes each msc's mobile, roam and phone interfaces to the top level component, the gsm system, also depicted in Figure 2 . When the program represented by this configuration is run, an anonymous instance of the root component, gsm, is created. This creates network and manager instances and exports each of network's mobile interfaces into a global namespace so that external programs (i.e., the mobile phones themselves) may bind to them. The function of manager is to maintain a window on behalf of each msc showing the mobile phones currently active in each domain. It also permits roaming to be simulated by dragging a mobile from one window and dropping it into another, hence its bindings to the network's roam interfaces. When a new mobile announces itself to its home network, manager is notified on its new_phone interface and creates a new icon for it in its home window.
Binding Actions
In our model, the establishment of a binding between endpoints can be classified by one of two idioms named for the originator of the binding action [CDFK95] . A first-party binding is initiated by the component in the client role of the ensuing interaction. A third-party binding is established by an entity which is neither client nor server.
Third-party binding arises most often in the elaboration of a configuration description; it serves to create an initial 'binding harness' out of components' public interfaces. The first-party idiom exploits this binding harness to permit evolution of dynamic binding patterns between components' private interfaces. Modern distributed programming environments [OMG95,Rog97] often only recognise the need for first-party binding, with third-party binding relegated to support for reconfiguration [Fried87] .
Irrespective of its originator, a valid binding action must conform to two rules which support the intuitive notion of a requirement as a placeholder for the service to which it is bound: the bound interfaces must be of the same type and compatible roles and a required interface may only be bound to one peer, although many required interfaces may have the same peer.
The semantics of accessing an unbound requirement are determined by its binder. A third-party binder blocks its invoker until the binding action has been completed but a first-party binder terminates the program with an error. While these binders remove themselves from the invocation chain after initialisation, a reconfiguring binder persists to service dynamic restructuring requests [Crane97].
Interaction Model
Components only interact through the communication endpoints that they expose at their interface. The communication endpoints hide the internal implementation of the component from outside, and provide distribution transparency to the component implementation. An interaction between two communication endpoints, a service endpoint and a client endpoint, can be defined in terms of the messages accepted by the service (the server-side message interface), the messages that the service requires the client to accept (the client-side message interface), the synchronisation of threads at those endpoints and the programming abstractions through which those threads view the interaction (termed the client-and -server-side programming interfaces)
The messages define an application-layer protocol by which components communicate over a binding; a pair of message interfaces constitutes a contract [Meyer88] between two endpoints. That is, a service guarantees to react meaningfully to messages received from a client as long as those messages are within the service's accepted message set and as long as the client reacts meaningfully when the service sends it messages that are within the service's required message set. Further constraints upon the interaction can be specified using state machines, specified separately for each endpoint of the interaction.
A Language for the Definition of Interactions
We have defined a language, Midas, for the definition of interactions in terms of message interfaces and state machines. Midas specifications are compiled into implementation language constructs that define message interfaces and provide distribution transparency. Midas is based upon CORBA IDL [OMG95] in that it uses IDL syntax for constant and type definitions. It is straightforward to translate IDL definitions into Midas interaction specifications.
The example code below shows how Rendezvous is specified in Midas and illustrates the main features of the language. The interaction statement introduces a new interaction type, Rendezvous, parameterised by the type of data passed from client to service. The body of the interaction statement contains nested definitions. The messages statements define the message interfaces as sets of named, parameterised messages, similar to IDL interfaces except that messages are always one-way: they do not return a value and only take input parameters. The endpoint statement defines an endpoint in terms of the messages received and transmitted it, the actions that can be performed upon it via it's API and a state machine that defining its behaviour, specified in FSP notation [Magee97] . A Midas specification is compiled into code which defines the abstract message interfaces for each end of the interaction in the implementation language, e.g. a C++ abstract class. The generated message interfaces contain one operation for each of the messages accepted at the interface, operations to support binding client-side endpoints and operations for memory management and garbage collection.
Implementation of Midas Endpoints
A developer provides reusable endpoint abstractions to component programmers, by defining classes that implement the abstract interfaces, provide a programming interface to the interaction and perform thread synchronisation.
In addition to the abstract message interfaces, the Midas compiler generates proxies supporting distribution transparency. These proxies are independent of any particular implementation of the message interfaces and perform marshalling and unmarshalling of message data.
Interactions Between Concurrent Components
Midas can describe and implement interactions between concurrent components in the same address space. The generated abstract message interfaces are used by the developer to implement the programming abstractions visible within components.
The threading model used within the component is independent of the type of interaction used: the same role of an interaction can be implemented in many different ways each substitutable for any other.
A client endpoint is bound to a service endpoint using a pointer to the message interface of the service endpoint. Because endpoints implement the abstract message interface, any implementation of a client-side message interface can be bound to any implementation of a service-side message interface as long as they are opposite roles of the same interaction type. Developers may implement the operations of the message interfaces in any way they like as long as their implementation supports message passing asynchrony. This constrains the implementation of an endpoint: it must not cause threads that call the operations of its message interface to block within the endpoint object. Synchronisation between threads can only be implemented in terms of asynchronous messages passed across the binding. An endpoint object that synchronises the calling thread with threads at the other end of its binding must use encapsulated synchronisation objects, such as semaphores. The calling thread must invoke an operation on the bound message interface and then wait on a semaphore that it owns. When another thread delivers a message to the endpoint, it can wake the blocked thread by signaling the semaphore, as shown in Figure 4 . 
Interactions Between Distributed Components
The model of binding and interaction in a single address space extends between address spaces, providing distribution transparency through the use of proxy objects [GHJV94] . Because messages can be sent in either direction at any time, depending on the current state of the sending endpoint, a proxy is required at each end of a binding: a ServiceProxy provides the illusion that the service endpoint is within the same address space as the client endpoint and a ClientProxy providing a similar illusion. Proxies are connected by a communication channel.
When components in different address spaces need to interact, the client endpoint is bound to a ServiceProxy, created in the client's address space and connected by some transport channel to a remote service endpoint. The ServiceProxy implements the service-side message interface of the interaction and, to the client, is indistinguishable from a true service endpoint.
For a service endpoint to be able to interact with remote clients, it must make use of some uniquely identified transport-level service access point (TSAP) through which it can accept connections. This TSAP is managed by an interactionspecific Acceptor object [Schmidt97] that accepts transport-level connection requests from remote clients and creates a ClientProxy to manage each connection. Acceptor classes for each interaction type are generated automatically by the Midas compiler. Once a channel has been established between proxies, the endpoints can interact. When the client-side endpoint invokes its ServiceProxy message interface, the proxy marshals the message parameters into a data buffer and transmits the buffer over the channel. When the ClientProxy in the service's address space receives the data it unmarshals the message and invokes the appropriate operation on the service endpoint's message interface.
Note that although the implementation has been described in terms of channels, the concept of a channel does not necessitate the use of channel-based protocols, such as TCP/IP. The channel abstractions can be implemented using light-weight adaptor objects layered above packet-based protocols, such as UDP/IP, or implemented using shared memory within the same host.
Related Work
The Open Distributed Processing Reference Model [ODP95] specifies three kinds of interaction: asynchronous signals, flows or streams, and operations or remote procedure call. The model describes two kinds of binding action, primitive which links the endpoints directly and compound which interposes a binding object. A primitive binding action requires the endpoints to be compatible: of the same interaction type and opposite polarity. In a compound binding action, a series of primitive binding actions links each of the endpoints to the mediating binding object which, for example, may adapt incompatible interactions, or allow management operations or quality-of-service control to be performed on the endto-end binding. The model enforces no correspondence between the initiator of a binding action and the objects which communicate over the resulting binding, somewhat obliquely recognising the utility of third-party binding.
